
Rise of Progressivism 

• Overview  
o Progressivism is a political response to industrialism and the social problems it creates  
o Compare with Populism  

� Populism primarily an agrarian movement, progressivism is primarily urban  
� populists reject much of industrial capitalism, progressives accept it but want 

to reform its worst abuses  
o Progressivism is not a united movement  

� some progressives concentrate on business regulation  
� some focus on laws to protect labor and the poor  
� other seek municipal-government reform and social control  

o Supporters of progressivism include native-born Protestant middle class, urban-
immigrant political machines, some corporate leaders, and many public-citizen groups  

o Progressives attempt to be "scientific"-- conduct social research, gather statistical data 
and expert testimony to back demands for reform  

• Intellectuals lay groundwork for progressivism  
o Intellectuals lay the ideological groundwork for progressivism by producing scholarly 

works that question the established order and support far-reaching changes  
o Thorstein Veblen  

� Theory of the Leisure Class (1899)  
� attacked the conspicuous consumption of American elites  
� argues that scientific efficiency and technical expertise is the best way to 

reform society  
o William James  

� Pragmatism (1907)  
� argues that truth comes from experience, not universal laws or abstract 

theories--knowledge is fluid  
� emphasizes practical application, not abstract reasoning  

o Jane Addams  
� founder of Hull House reform movement  
� believed morality centered around individual not suitable for modern society, 

called for a new ideology based in an awareness of the complex interdependent 
relationships of society  

o John Dewey  
� Dewey leads way in educational change--calling his theory Instrumentalism  
� claims that schools must foster respect for democracy and cooperation  
� applied scientific method (Frederick Taylor) to education  

o Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.  
� Justice Holmes ushered in new form of legal reasoning--called legal realism  
� criticized judges for over-relying on legal precedent for deciding cases  
� argued that law must evolve with society--base decisions on realities of society  

• Muckrakers  
o Muckraking journalists and novelists stimulate progressive movement by exposing 

political corruption, corporate wrongdoings, and "forgotten people" of the cities  
� novelists such as Theodore Dreiser--The Financier and Sister Carrie  
� Journalists such as Lincoln Steffens, who wrote about a number of corrupt 

urban political machines and bosses, and Ida Tarbell, who took on Standard Oil  
� Upton Sinclair, The Jungle (1906)  

� discuss Sinclair's original purpose for writing the book--to publicize the 
exploitation of immigrant workers  

� impact of book and regulation of food, drugs, and medicine--Pure Food 
and Drug Act and Meat Inspection Act passed in 1906  

� Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire in N.Y.C.  



o President Theodore Roosevelt thought these articles and books were too one-sided, 
thus he called the authors "muckrakers" after a character in John Bunyon's Pilgrim's 
Progress who raked filth all the time 

 

• Reforming the cities and states  
o Reforming the political process  

� battles against urban political bosses and machines  
� improving electoral process--secret ballot, direct primary, and Seventeenth 

Amendment (1913) providing for direct election of senators  
� improving city services--police, fire, sanitation; and getting corporations to pay 

fair share of taxes  
� improving housing codes and setting up public-health programs  

o Reforming the economy  
� industrial safety codes and workers' compensation plans, outlawing child labor  
� states move to place some limitations on big business--Wisconsin creates 

commission to regulate railroads and limits business contributions to political 
campaigns; New York regulates its banking and insurance industries  

� Role of businessmen in seeking and administering the new regulations  
o Reforming morals--the coercive dimension of Progressivism  

� imposing morality by law--demands for film censorship, ban on prostitution and 
"white slave" trade  

� prohibition  
� campaigns moved beyond temperance toward complete prohibition of 

alcoholic beverages  
� organizations such as Anti-Saloon League and Women's Christian 

Temperance Union led the efforts  
� Eighteenth Amendment passed in 1918--prohibited manufacture, sale, 

and transport of alcoholic beverages--led to big increase in organized 
crime in U.S.  

� discuss in relation to illegality of drugs today, efforts to keep people 
from using them, and organized crime that surrounds them  

� eugenics movement  
� human beings and society can be improved by controlled breeding  
� a few states legalize the forced sterilization of criminals, sex 

offenders, and mentally impaired ("three generations of idiots are 
enough")  

� Progressives and racism  
� immigration restriction--in 1917, Congress passes literacy requirements 

aimed at slowing immigration; in 1921 put quotas on immigration  
� many progressives are racist  
� nationwide racism reaches its peak during the 1910s  
� Theodore Roosevelt has mixed record, Wilson openly condones 

segregation and discrimination practiced by federal government  
� southern progressives lead movement to entrench Jim Crow segregation  

 


